
protecting everyone

Pal Clean + Protect is focused on the outcome 
and the individual.
Cleaning doesn’t just happen; it takes people to 
initiate action. With duality at it’s core, Pal Clean 
+ Protect understands that high quality cleaning 
requires trusted solutions and should not come 
at all costs.
Pal Clean + Protect is designed to deliver high 
cleaning power with safe formulations. The 
results you want with the safety you need.

solvent cleaner

Easily cleans
 Silicones
 Paint
 Oil
 Grease 
 Ink
 Sealants
 Mastic
 Adhesives
	 Graffiti

The professional’s choice for
 Automotive 
 Aerospace
 Paint manufacturers
 Plumbers
 Joiners
 Electricians
 Builders
 Painters
 Engineers
 Mechanics
 Agriculture

Solvent cleaning without solvent complications
Pal Clean + Protect solvent cleaner wipes provide high  
strength cleaning power, without the harsh VOCs or  
unpleasant odour of typical solvent based cleaners. 
With no need to wear a mask and with high 
solubilisation power, these wipes remove silicones, 
oils, paints, adhesives and more with ease. 
These extra-large, ultra-low linting and incredibly 
strong wipes give you the reassurance needed to 
effectively	clean	without	fear	of	unwanted	fibres	
or debris. 

simple to use  proven effective  located in arm’s reach
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VOC free, safe cleaning
Task outcomes combined with user safety are at the heart of the Pal Clean + Protect brand, and 
with	this	pack	we	bring	highly	effective,	versatile	solvent	cleaning	power	to	the	task	but	without	
the	common	side	effects	of	many	industrial	solutions.	With	no	need	for	masks	or	gloves,	 
Pal Clean + Protect solvent cleaning wipes are:

The range

140 XL wipe bucket

Quantity  
140 wipes per pack  
4 packs per case

Product code 
W217520

Bigger and  
stronger wipes for 
professional use 
Tritex®	offers	high	
strength in both 
directions - across  
and along the wipe 
and does not snag, 
tear or deform in use. 

Low linting
Very low risk of 
unwanted	fibres	
contaminating 
sensitive surfaces 
during use. 

High solution 
retention 
Even wetness 
throughout the  
wipe gives more 
consistent	efficacy	
in use and means no 
pooling in the pack.

Easy solution release 
With just gentle 
hand pressure, the 
liquid formulation is 
released from the 
wipe’s	fibrous	pockets	
and transferred to 
the surface being 
cleaned.
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VOC free
Odour free
Non-toxic

Non-hazardous
Non-irritant
Neutral pH

Wipes that stand up to the task
Tritex® Tough Professional combines strength, size and ultra-low linting 
properties to create our most distinctive substrate to date. 


